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Executive Summary 

 
The overall goal of the Participatory Small-Scale Water Resources Sector Project is to reduce 

the poverty level of the country by increasing sustainable agricultural and fishery production. The 

subproject types are Command Area Development (CAD), Drainage (DR), Flood Management 

& Drainage (FMD), Water Conservation (Rubber Dam) {WC (RD)} and Water Conservation & 

Drainage (WCD). The major physical interventions in respect of these four types of subprojects 

will be re-excavation of khals, rehabilitation/construction of embankments and construction of 

water management structures like sluices, regulators, water retention structures, rubber dam, 

weirs, etc.  

Paglir beel Sikder para Subproject and Harinmara-Dhusri Khal Subproject Ukhia, Cox’sbazar as 

well as Orain-Goli char Noagaon Subproject in Chandina, Cumilla has been visited for 

preparation of Environmental Monitoring Report (EMR). Intervention like rubber dam, sluice gate, 

roads and culvert, line drains, excavation of Khal was visited for gathering of information 

regarding environmental point of view.  

The major findings are: no morphological change is seen near the rubber dam and sluice gate 

area; farming activities is seen near the  abatement area of rubber dam; line drain is filled with 

vegetation, adequate water passing area under the culvert is present; silt deposited on the 

branch channel of excavated khal; no tree plantation is observed on roadside and bank of 

excavated khal.  

The following mitigation measures is suggested for smooth operation of subprojects as per 

environmental management plan and expert opinion. 

 Need to replace the rubber immediately at Paglir beel Sikder para subproject rubber dam 

area; 

 Need to stop the farming activities over the abatement area; 

 Need to clean the line drain regularly for maintaining the water flow during operation 

period; 

 Need to remove the obstacle immediately for improvement of drainage efficiency; 

 Prevent water logging, need to remove silt on branch channel of Khal regularly; 

 Local tress need to plant as per soil condition in the subproject area. 

No significant adverse impacts or unanticipated impacts were recorded during site visit. But it is 

recorded that no monitoring is observed after completion of civil works. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Project Background 

1. Participatory Small Scale Water Resources Sector Project (PSSWRSP) is supported by 

ADB-IFAD and the estimated project cost is $1119.0 million. It is being implemented by LGED 

within the purview of Local Governments in accordance with the provisions of the National 

Water Policy. The Project is a follow up of the two previous SSWRD Sector Projects (SSW-I 

and II) that implemented 580 subprojects from 1995 to 2009. The PSSWRSP was 

implemented 265 new and 147 enhancement Subprojects in 64 districts of the country of 

Bangladesh, excluding three districts of Chittagong Hill Tracts and five other districts namely 

Kurigram, Sherpur, Jamalpur, Narayanganj & Shariatpur from 2010-2018. Both new and 

enhancement subprojects are spread over 28 districts, whereas, 15 districts cover only new 

subprojects and 13 districts cover only enhancement subprojects The subproject types are 

Command Area Development (CAD), Drainage (DR), Flood Management & Drainage (FMD), 

Water Conservation (Rubber Dam) {WC (RD)} and Water Conservation & Drainage (WCD).   

2. The major physical interventions in respect of these four types of subprojects will be re-

excavation of khals, rehabilitation/construction of embankments and construction of water 

management structures like sluices, regulators, water retention structures, rubber dam, 

weirs, etc.  

3. The overall goal of the project is to reduce the poverty level of the country by increasing 

sustainable agricultural and fishery production. The project’s objective is to develop 

sustainable stakeholder-driven small-scale water resources management system with 

special attention to the poorer section of the population. The project will have three outputs: 

i) institutional strengthening of government agencies at all levels to support PSSWR 

development; ii) participatory subprojects, which will include poor and vulnerable groups, and 

which will enable WMCAs to plan, implement, operate, and maintain subprojects; and iii) 

construction and maintenance of up to 265 new PSSWR subprojects and performance 

enhancement up to 147 subprojects.  

4. The Participatory Small-Scale Water Resources Sector Project is classified as environmental 

category B and the conduct of semiannual environmental monitoring is required as per loan 

covenant. Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) and Environmental Assessment and 

Review Framework (EARF) is sufficient to meet the environmental requirements as per ADB 

SPS (2009).1 The compliance to environmental safeguards of the Participatory Small-Scale 

Water Resources Sector Project is assessed based on the following: (i) environmental 

provisions of the loan covenant; (ii) Initial environmental examination (IEE); and (iii) 

environmental management and monitoring plan (EMP) and integration in the civil works 

bidding documents. 

5. This EMR covers all subprojects those are operational. Compliance information were 

gathered through the review of secondary data available in the ADB website, key staff 

interviews, and site-visits. 

6. Paglir beel Sikder para Subproject and Harinmara-Dhusri Khal Subproject Ukhia, Cox’sbazar 

as well as Orain-Goli char Noagaon Subproject in Chandina, Cumilla has been visited during 

site visit. 

7. Local people especially farmers are very happy due to the project implementation. Now crop 

production is increased by one-third and irrigation cost is decreased by half of the previous 

time. No negative impact is address by local people due to implementation of the project. 

 

1https://www.adb.org/projects/39432-013/main#project-documents 
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B. Observations and lesson learn 

8. Some observations and lesson learn have been noted during field visit are illustrated below:  

A. Paglir beel Sikder para Subproject and Harinmara-Dhusri Khal Subproject  

Intervention:  

I. Rubber dam/water retention structure 

 Sufficient retaining wall/ erosion protection wall is present. During site visit, it is observed 
that erosion protection wall is present and no erosion occurs at the subproject sites. 

 No morphological change (direction of water flow, upstream and downstream river width, 
depth of river, deposition or erosion near structure site) is seen near the rubber dam and 
sluice gate area. 

 Rubber dam structure is in good condition. But rubber in paglir pir sub-project is destroyed 
and not functional. Need to replace immediately for continuing the crop production.  

 Farming activities is seen near the  abatement area of rubber dam. Rain water will be 
easily pass through pores and impact on compaction of soil which lead the scouring of 
river bank. As a result strength and longibility of abatement may be hampered. Need to 

stop the farming activities. 
II. Line drain 

 Line drain is filled with vegetation. Water efficiency on the line drain is hampered due to 
vegetation during operation period. Need to clean regularly for maintaining the water flow 
during operation period. 

III. Roads and culvert  

 At the paddy field area, under existing road, small culverts is constructed for easy access of 
water. During field visit it is observed that adequate water passing area under the culvert is 
present. 
 
B. Orain-Goli char Noagaon Subproject  

Intervention:  

I. Sluice gate 

 During site visit it is observed that lot of obstracle (fish gear and others) present near sluice 
gate. Water drainage capacity on the excavated Khal is hampered due to such obstracle. 
Need to remove immediately for drainage improvement of efficiency. 

II. Excavation of Khal 

 The water flow of excavated main channel is flowing smothly. No siltation is occures near the 
sluice gate area. But silt deposited on the branch channel of excavated khal is seen during 
site visit.  Need to remove silt on branch channel of Khal regularly for prevent water logging. 

 No tree plantation is observed on roadside, bank of excavated khal. On the bank of the river 
and road side area, we have opportunities to planted trees and introduced social afforestation 
program on available land (roadside, Khal bank, structure site etc.). Local tress need to plant 
as per soil condition in the subproject area, as the project adopted 10 for 1 tree replacement. 
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9. Considerable number of training and workshops has been conducted by the project. Some 
glimpses of the training and workshop are presented below:  

Course Title Category of Participants  No. of 
Batch 
Organized 

No. of participant 
participated 

Male  Female  Total 

Implementation & 
Monitoring of 
Environmental Mitigation 
Plan (EMP) 

Field Engr. Socio 
Economist, CO, CA, 
Members of WMCA/MC 

66 653 213 866 

Environmental 
Laboratory & Water 
Quality Testing 

Selected LGED Lab 
Technicians, Lab Asstt. & 
Agri/Fish Facility 

8 90 0 90 

Orientation on 
Environmental 
Awareness & Local 
Resources Management 

WMCA members and 
general beneficiaries, 
including women 

304 1955 2594 4549 

TOT Environmental 
Issues, Impact & 
Management 

Assistant. Engr. UE, Sr. 
Sociologist, Socio-Eco. 
Selected WMCA Chairman/ 
Secretary/ Women 
members 

15 170 34 204 

 

10. Non-compliance issues and corrective actions are illustrated below: 

Subprojects Issues Action taken by 
executing 
agency 

Need Corrective 
Actions/mitigation  

Remarks 

Paglir beel 
Sikder para 
Subproject; 
Harinmara-
Dhusri Khal 
Subproject and 
Orain-Goli char 
Noagaon 
Subproject 

Withdrawal of water 
for irrigation purpose 
by constructed 
rubber dam. 

Rubber in paglir pir 
sub-project is 
destroyed. 

Already PMU 
take initiative to 
replaced rubber 
before upcoming 
paddy season. 

Need to replace 
immediately.  

As per expert 
Judgment. 

Without 
replacing the 
rubber the 
project is not 
functional. Now 
is off period, so 
replaced the 
rubber before 
upcoming 
paddy season  

Increased siltation of 
river/khal bed due to 
construction of WRS, 
Weir, Rubber Dam, 
etc. 

Silt are not remove 
regularly. 

No action has 
been taken 

Prevent water 
logging, need to 
remove silt regularly. 

As per EMP 

Due to WRS gate 

operation, silt 

may deposit 

inside the gate on 

the river bed.  

Removal/cutting of 
limited number of 

No tree 
plantation is 

Local tress need to 
plant as per soil 

As per EMP 
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trees and vegetation 
due to subprojects 
implementation. 

 

 

observed on 
roadside and 
bank of Khal 
bank.  

condition in the 
subprojects area; as 
the project adopted 
10 for 1 tree 
replacement. 

Include social 
afforestation 
program on available 
land (roadside, Khal 
bank, structure site 
etc.).  

Water drainage 
capacity on the 
excavated Khal is 
hampered due to lot 
of obstracle near the 
sluice gate site. 

No action has 
been taken. 

Need to remove the 
obstacle immediately 
for smooth operation. 

As per EMP 

Water efficiency on 
the line drain is 
hampered due to 

vegetation. 

No action has 
been taken. 

Need to clean the line 
drain regularly during 
operation period. 

As per expert 
Judgment. 
Vegetation 
cover will slow 
down the water 
flow. 

Strength and 

longibility of 
abatement may be 
hampered due to 
farming activiies over 
abatement area. 

No action has 
been taken. 

Need to stop farming 
activities over the 
abatement area. 

As per expert 
Judgment and 
EMP. 

Any types of 
farming 
activities will 
reduce the 
compact level of 
soil. 

 

II. SAFEGUARDS COMPLIANCE PERFORMANCE OF PARTICIPATORY SMALL-SCALE 

WATER RESOURCES SECTOR PROJECT     

C. Compliance with the Environmental Provisions of the Loan Covenant and National Legal 
Instruments 

11. Overall, this project has complied with the environmental provisions of the loan covenant. It 

has complied the integration of the construction-phase environmental management plan 

(EMP) into the bidding documents. Status of compliance with the environmental provisions 

of the Loan Covenant related to the Participatory Small-Scale Water Resources Sector 

Project are shown in Tables II-1.2 

 

 

 

2https://www.adb.org/projects/39432-013/main#project-documents. 
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Table II-1.  Status of Compliance with the Environmental Provisions of the Loan Covenant  

Environmental Provision Status of Compliance  

Schedule 4. Conditions for Award of Contract. 

The Borrower shall not award, and shall ensure 

that an Implementing Agency does not award: 18 

(a) any Works contract which involves 

environmental impacts until (i) all government 

environmental clearances have been obtained for 

the IEE; (ii) the IEE has been cleared by ADB; and 

(iii) relevant EMP provisions have been 

incorporated into the respective Works contract;  

Complied with: An EARF and IEE report 

was prepared for the project; 

Relevant EMP provisions were incorporated 

into works contracts. 

Schedule 5. Execution of Project; Financial 

Matters Environment Safeguards. The Borrower 

shall ensure, and shall cause each Implementing 

Agency to ensure, that the preparation, design, 

construction, implementation, operation and 

decommissioning of the Project and each 

subproject under the Project comply with: (a) all 

applicable laws and regulations of the Borrower 

relating to environment, health, and safety;  

(b) the Environmental Safeguards; (c) the EARF; 

and  

(d) all measures and requirements set forth in the 

IEE and the EMP, and any corrective or 

preventative actions set forth in the Safeguards 

Monitoring Reports. 

Complied with: Relevant EMP provisions 

were incorporated into works contracts. 

Submission of semi-annual environment 

monitoring reports (EMRs) to ADB were 

compliance.  

Schedule 5. Safeguards – Related Provisions 

in Bidding Documents and Works Contracts  

6. The Borrower shall ensure, and shall cause 

each Implementing Agency to ensure, that all 

bidding documents and contracts for Works 

contain provisions that require contractors to: (a) 

comply with the measures and requirements 

relevant to the contractor set forth in the IEE, the 

EMP and  …, and any corrective or preventative 

actions set out in a Safeguards Monitoring Report; 

(b) make available a budget for all such 

environmental and social safeguards measures; 

and (c) provide the Borrower and ADB with a 

written notice of any unanticipated environmental 

and other safeguards-related risks or impacts that 

arise during construction, implementation or 

operation of the Project that were not considered 

in the IEE, the EMP.  

Complied with: EMP was prepared and 

included in the Initial Environmental 

Examination. Relevant EMP provisions 

were incorporated into works contracts. 
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D. Compliance with the Environmental Management Plan  

12. The environmental management plan (EMP) attached in the Initial Environmental 

Assessment (IEE) is prepared for all the identified environmental impacts during construction 

and operation stages due to implementation of various project activities and associated 

development. The aim of the EMP is to ensure implementation of the recommended 

mitigation measures effectively. The mitigation measures are designed either to prevent 

impacts or by mitigating those to reduce the effect to an acceptable level that complies with 

the environmental guidelines of DOE and with the guidelines of the ADB’s SPS (2009) by 

adopting the most suitable cost-effective options. The EMP also ensures that the positive 

environmental impacts are conserved and enhanced. Compliance to the EMP is shown in 

Table II-2.3 

 

 

3https://www.adb.org/projects/39432-013/main#project-documents 
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Table II-2: Compliance to Environmental Management Plan (EMP) 

Project 

Activity  

Concern Issue Recommended Mitigation Measures Action Taken Remarks 

During operation  

Small water 

retaining 

structures will 

be constructed  

Possible increase use of 

chemical fertilizer & pesticides, 

and deterioration of soil and 

water quality. 

Introduction of ICM including IPM; 

Periodic analysis of representative water 

samples (surface & groundwater) of 

subproject area. 

ICM is introduced including IPM. 

Periodic analysis of 

representative water samples 

(surface & groundwater) of 

subproject area is done and 

found that samples water quality 

is good for irrigation use. 

https://www.adb.org/site

s/default/files/project-

documents/39432/39432

-013-emr-en_0.pdf 

 

Leaching of soil nutrient due to 

excessive use of irrigation water  

Require guidelines and motivation of 

farmers on optimum use of crop water 

Training of farmers regarding 

optimum use of crop water has 

been done. 

https://www.adb.org/site

s/default/files/project-

document/189279/39432

-013-emr-04.pdf 

 

Impact on downstream water 

users and migratory fish, posing 

adverse environmental impacts;  

  

Decline in natural fisheries 

production and aquatic 

biodiversity.   

Improved system operation through training 

of WMCAs by operation and maintenance 

(O&M) facilitators, Upazila Engineer, 

Regional level Assistant Engineer Water 

Resources and project implementation 

consultants (PIC) specialist staff. 

 

Fish-friendly gate operation schedule to 

facilitate in-migration of fish for breeding 

and spawning 

Training of WMCAs by operation 

and maintenance (O&M) 

facilitators has been done. 

https://www.adb.org/site

s/default/files/project-

document/189279/39432

-013-emr-04.pdf 
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Soil erosion. In accordance with standard design 

procedures in terms of bank batter slopes 

and construction procedures in terms of 

adequate compaction;   

Tree plantations on embankment slopes 

and canal banks followed by turfing; and 

effective maintenance procedures. 

Turfing is observed on 

embankment slopes and canal 

banks 

Increased siltation of river/khal 

bed due to construction of WRS, 

Weir, Rubber Dam, etc. 

Include in the O&M program removal of 

deposited silt from the channel bed 

upstream of weirs and elevated sill 

structures. 

 

 

Silt are not remove regularly on 

excavated branch Khal. 

 

 

 Removal /cutting of trees and 

vegetation. 

Include social afforestation program on 

available land (roadside, Khal bank, 

structure site etc.) 

No action taken regarding tree 

plantation on roadside, Khal 

bank and structure site. 
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Sluice gate 

and control 

operation 

Increased flood risk in adjacent 

areas; 

Create/increase drainage 

congestion. 

Comprehensive training and capacity 

building of WMCAs and LGED personnel in 

system operation. Joint development of 

system operation plan.   

Maintaining drainage channels clear of fish 

bundhs, water weeds/hyacinths. 

Maintain Seal of gates property and close 

gates properly/timely to prevent loss of 

water required to be conserved. 

No action taken regarding 

maintaining drainage channels 

clear of fish bundhs, water 

weeds/hyacinths. 
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

13. Participatory Small-Scale Water Resources Sector Project has substantial compliance to the 

environmental safeguards requirement set by the ADB and the GoB. On-site monitoring was 

conducted and no significant adverse impacts or unanticipated impacts were recorded. No 

major non-compliance has been identified to date. 

14. The important lesson learning from the site visit is that after completion of civil works, no 

monitoring is observed. During operation period monitoring program should be execute as 

per EMP.  However, executing agency should be ensure special care to maintenance the 

line drain for maintaining the water flow during operation period; remove silt on branch 

channel of Khal regularly for prevent water logging; plant local trees as per soil condition in 

the subproject area. 
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APPENDIX A: PHOTOGRAPHS OF SITE VISITS  

Participatory Small-Scale Water Resources Sector Project 

Subproject: Paglir beel Sikder para Subproject in Ukhia, Cox’sbazar 

  

Rubber Dam Destroyed rubber 

  

Culvert Culvert 

  

Culvert with adequate water passing area Plenty of rice adjacent to the line drain during 
harvesting time 
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Line drain Line drain 

Subproject: Harinmara-Dhusri Khal Subproject Ukhia, Cox’sbazar 

  

Rubber dam during off season   Down stream of rubber dam 
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Road over the rubber dam  Farming practice over abatement area 

Sub projects: Orain-Goli char Noagaon Subproject in Chandina, Cumilla 

 

 

Abatement area full with farming activiies Abatement area full with farming activiies 

  

Silt deposited on the branch channel   Lot of obstracle is seen near sluice gate  
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Excavated main channel is smothly operating  Excavated main channel is smothly operating 
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